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Candidate 
 
Title:                        Prof. Dr.  
Name, First Name: Dunn Lopez 
                                Karen 
Function:                 Director  
Institution:    University of Iowa 
City + Country:    Iowa, USA  
 
Nominated  
for Position:          Board Member 
 
Nominated by:   Maria Müller Staub 
Seconded by:   Fabio D’Agostino 
 

Motivation statement (max. ½ page) 
 

Personal Statement of Qualifications 
I am seeking election as a member of the ACENDIO board of Directors. My scholarship 
focuses on data generated by bedside nurses using standardizer nursing languages to not 
only demonstrate the value of nursing care,  but also to make it easier for patients and nurses 
to make complex care decisions.  With these areas of interest, ACENDIO is an important 
professional home to me. In ACENDIO, I have found like-minded scholars that despite 
differences of opinions about some matters, come together about in the overarching goal of 
making nursing care more visible. 
 

I have been involved in ACENDIO as a conference and keynote speaker, invited panelist, 
and as a collaborator on a three-country ACENDIO grant award.  I have always been 
impressed by the thought provoking work of my ACENDIO colleagues beyond the U.S.  as 
well as the support at the national level many countries represented by ACENDIO members 
have widespread implementation of nursing classifications.   
 

If elected, I plan to apply what I have learned from leadership in other nursing informatics 
focused professional organizations, specifically as Chair of The Nursing Informatics Working 
Group of the American Medical Informatics Association, as Governing Director for The 
Alliance for Nursing Informatics, as Chair of the Health Systems Research and Policy 
Research Interest Group of The Midwest Nursing Research Society as well as Director of 
The University of Iowa’s Center for Nursing Classification.   These important lessons include 
thinking strategically about an organization, building consensus and engaging a diverse 
minded membership in the work of the organization.   
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